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Product: XRS 

Version: 1.7.1.0000 

 

XRS Version 1.7.1.0000  

note shows as version 1.71.0000 in the software version menu 

FIXES 

 Fixed some Turkish translations 

 

 

XRS Version 1.7.0.0000  

note shows as version 1.70.0000 in the software version menu 

FEATURES 

 Support new languages: Russian, Czech, Hungrian, Polish, and Turkish. 

 Add menu item BACKLIGHT (ON/OFF).  

When set to OFF, the backlight has the original behaviour, which is to stay on when in 
the menus, but off when scanning tags or key presses outside the menu. 

When set to ON, the backlight is still always on when in the menus, but also comes on 
for 10 seconds when a tag is scanned or a key is pressed. 

 

 

XRS Version 1.61.0000 

CHANGES 

 In USA and Cannada XRS can not scan tags when charging from AC. 

 

 

XRS Version 1.60.0000 

FEATURES 

 Support duplicate ID check for all animals in the session. 

 Support printing sessions to external printer vis Bluetooth and RS232. 

 Support the display of Session Record Count in large font size. (Time removed) 

 Change the display of Bluetooth connection. 
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 Disable the auto populating of VID with the last 6-digits of EID. 

 The default VID (the last 6-digits of EID) no longer can be downloaded. 

FIXES 

 Updates to support new batteries. 

 

 

XRS Version 1.52.0000 

FIXES 

 Fixed: Occasional issue that XRS is unable to connect to EziLink 

 Fixed: Occasional issue that data in sessions may be corrupted 

 Fixed: Occasional issue that record is duplicated when duplicate is enabled 

 

 

XRS Version 1.51.0000 

FEATURES 

 Add ID3000 to list of devices that XRS auto connects to over Bluetooth. 

FIXES 

 Fixed: More accurate battery capacity indication. 

 

 

XRS Version 1.50.0005 

 

FIXES 

 Fixed: Occasional incorrect display of a previously read tag (as a duplicate). 

 

XRS Version 1.50.0000 

FEATURES 

 Add option to ignore „Animal bit‟. 

 Add „Animal not on list‟ feature. 

 

FIXES 

 Fixed: Bluetooth search did not timeout if no devices were found.  
 

 Fixed: Tag was repeatedly output and saved to memory every 30 seconds if Read 
button held down.  

 
 

XRS Version 1.44.0000 

FIXES 

 Fixed: Bluetooth could stop working if the XRS was turned on at the same time as an 
XR3000 or ID3000 with a Bluetooth dongle. 
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XRS Version 1.43.0000 

FEATURES 

 Bluetooth disabled when connected to EziLink
TM

 

 ® added to Bluetooth Icons and BLUETOOTH in menu 

 Bluetooth auto connects to the Series 3000 Bluetooth dongle 

 The Custom Field and Continuous Mode features can now work together 

 Previously entered custom field data can be reviewed and changed if a duplicate tag is 
detected. Duplicate Tags will not increment the counters 

 

 When connected to the XR3000 over Bluetooth if the XRS language is English (the 
default), it sets the XRS language to the language of the XR3000 

 

 French and Spanish language strings updated 
 

FIXES 

 Fixed: Occasional premature low battery shutdown issue 
 

 Fixed: Issue where user does not now have to start a new session to avoid the 
“Duplicate not saved message” on subsequent weighing sessions. 

 

 Fixed: Corruption in session data count 
 
 
 

XRS Version 1.21.0000 

FEATURES 

 Read Mode added to Setup Menu (previously could only be set in EziLink
TM

) 

 New mode added to Read Modes (Standard, Continuous, Single) 

 After entering custom field data, pressing Read button starts scanning immediately 

 

XRS Version 1.10.0002 

 Major Release – original XRS firmware release 


